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Abstract
In this paper, we present a fibre-optic sensor for simultaneous measurement of refractive index and thickness
of liquid layers. We designed an experimental low-coherence setup with two broadband light sources and an
extrinsic fibre-optic Fabry–Pérot interferometer acting as the sensing head. We examined how the refractive
index of a liquid film and its thickness aﬀect spectrum at the output of a fibre-optic interferometer. We
performed a series of experiments using two light sources and only one sensing head. The spectra were
collected in ranges of 1220÷1340 nm and 1500÷1640 nm. The obtained results show that using two spectra
recorded simultaneously for two wavelength ranges enables to determine thickness in a range of 50÷500 µm,
and refractive index of a liquid film in a range of 1.00÷1.41 RIU using only one sensing head.
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1. Introduction
Fibre-optic sensors have several advantages in comparison with the non-fibre optoelectronic
sensors. They are characterized by a very small size and small weight, and they often do not require
contact with the measurand – enabling to perform non-invasive, point measurements. Another
important advantage is the fact that they are non-conductive sensors, so they do not create a risk of
an electric discharge. Also, using fibre-optic technology enables to develop distributed sensors,
a network of multiplexed sensors or remote sensors. Because of all these features, fibre-optic
sensors can be used for measurements in normally inaccessible areas and harsh environments
(mines, oil wells, places exposed to chemically aggressive agents). Moreover, the use of modern
nanomaterials in such sensors makes them well suited for bio-sensing [1–7].
Fibre-optic sensors are an important and growing field of science and technology. They
are devices that enable to quantify parameters of the world around us. These sensors provide
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information about the appearance of a particular stimulus, a certain threshold value, or the value
of currently examined physical quantity.
Some of the most important groups of fibre-optic sensors are the refractive index sensors
and the displacement sensors. They are the basis for indirect measurements of a wide range of
other physical quantities – mechanical (strain, pressure), temperature, chemical (concentration
and presence of gases and liquids).
A number of such sensors have been developed [8–12]. These sensors usually enable remote
and accurate measurements of selected physical quantities. However, in some situations, their
limitations appear: some of them use mechanical solutions (vulnerable to vibration) [12, 13],
other sensors require a very complex micro-resonator structure [9–11] or the measurement range
is relatively small [14]. Moreover, in some cases, an excitation with laser radiation in the free
space is required, as well as very careful adjusting the measurement setup [15, 16]. Another common problem in measurement systems using fibre-optic sensors is the possibility of an accidental
attenuation of the optical path, that translates into errors of the measured value (optoelectronic intensity sensors) [13, 17–19]. This is crucial, especially in the case of long optical paths connecting
the sensor with the rest of the setup. There are few types of fibre optic sensors in which the impact
of attenuation can be minimized: sensors using changes in fluorescence decay time and sensors
that use changes of spectra in the optical signal. The latter group includes white light fibre-optic
interferometers, called also low-coherence fibre-optic interferometers. They are characterized by
small dimensions of a modulator (its thickness can be smaller than 0.5 µm), high resolution, high
sensitivity and wide dynamic range. Moreover, they enable direct measurement of absolute values
of measured quantities. In these sensors, the information about a measured value is encoded in
the spectrum of the optical signal [20, 21]. Therefore, any changes in the intensity of the optical
signal due to the change in the transmission of the optical link do not aﬀect the measured signal
spectrum.
In this work, we applied low-coherence interferometry to design a simple, low-cost fibre-optic
sensor for accurate, simultaneous measurements of refractive index and thickness of liquid layers.
Our construction uses an extrinsic fibre-optic Fabry–Pérot interferometer (FPI) as the optical
signal modulator. There are many sensors that use this type of modulator; however, they often
require a complex procedure of manufacturing an FPI cavity [22, 23]. The design of sensor head
proposed in this paper uses commercially available components, not requiring any modification
of the fibre.
The innovative solution implemented in the presented research is a combination of two light
sources and only one sensing head operating at the same time. The use of two light sources
enables to obtain complex and comprehensive information from two diﬀerent spectral ranges.
As a consequence, we can perform precise and accurate simultaneous measurements of both
thickness and refractive index of a sample. Knowing these two values, we can determine the type
of liquid and its thickness within a tenth of a micrometre [24].

2. Measurements and methods
2.1. Experimental setup
In order to measure refractive index and thickness of liquid layers we have designed an
experimental low-coherence setup with a Fabry–Pérot sensing interferometer. The basic configuration of the measurement setup is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of an optical spectrum analyser
(OSA, Yogokawa AQ6319, Japan) as the optical signal processor, two super-luminescent diodes
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(Superlum Broad-lighter S1300-G-I-20, Ireland, Gaussian spectral density, central wavelength
λ max = 1290 nm, FWHM ∆λ FWHM = 50 nm and Superlum Broad-lighter S1550-G-I-10, Ireland,
Gaussian spectral density λ max = 1560 nm, ∆λ FWHM = FWHM) as the optical radiation source,
a single mode (SMF-28) 2:1 fibre coupler, and a fibre-optic FPI as the sensing interferometer.

Fig. 1. Low-coherence measurement setup.

2.2. Sensing head
In the measurement setup presented in Fig. 1 the fibre-optic sensor with the extrinsic Fabry–
Pérot cavity placed at the end of a single-mode fibre is used as the sensing interferometer. In
the fibre-optic configuration of the FPI presented in Fig. 2 one of the mirrors is surface S1 –
a boundary layer between the polished end of the silica optical fibre and the Fabry–Pérot cavity,
and the second mirror is surface S2 – a boundary layer between the Fabry–Pérot cavity and the
silver mirror (Thorlabs PFSQ10-03-P01).
a)

b)

Fig. 2. Extrinsic fibre-optic Fabry-Pérot interferometer: a) beam propagation inside the interferometer
cavity; b) a 3D view of the laboratory prototype. Description: E1 , E2 – interfering beams, E – sum of
interfering beams, S1 , S2 – mirroring surfaces.
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The FPI is a multi-beam interferometer. When it is illuminated by a plane wave, the intensity
of both transmitted and reflected waves can be described by well-known Airy functions [25].
However, for the fibre-optic sensors with an extrinsic FPI, a two-beam model can be employed
which is shown in Fig. 2a. The analysis of the signal was fully described in previous works,
e.g. [26].
2.3. Measurements
We have performed several series of measurements on the designed experimental setup. The
first stage was to perform measurements by expanding the cavity from 50 µm to 500 µm with
a 50 µm step. The value of refractive index inside the cavity was constant and was equal to
n = 1.00. The cavity width was controlled by a micrometre screw. Fig. 3 presents examples of
spectra registered during this part of the experiment.
a)

b)

Fig. 3. Spectra registered during measurements for two light sources (spectra ranges: 1220÷1340 nm
and 1500÷1640 nm) of an air-filled cavity (n = 1.00) of a width of: a) 100 µm; b) 300 µm.

As can be seen from Fig. 3, the wider FPI cavity, the smaller the distance between adjacent
maxima, and hence the greater the number of maxima within the studied spectrum.
After careful examination of how the width of air-filled cavity aﬀects the measurement signal
spectrum, measurements of refractive index of several samples were performed. Liquid samples
of known refractive indices were measured by filling the 200 µm wide fibre-optic FPI cavity. The
measured refractive indices varied from 1.00 to 1.37. Fig. 4 presents examples of spectra of water
and methanol recorded during measurements of refractive indices.
It can be noted that, as the refractive index increases, the spectrum changes. As a consequence,
the distribution of spectral fringes in a specified spectrum range changes. Based on the performed
initial research, we can certainly say that the presented measurement method is sensitive to the
changes in both the substance refractive index and its layer thickness. A proper method of data
analysis enables to determine these parameters’ values in a single measurement, using only one
measurement head.
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a)

b)

Fig. 4. Spectra registered during measurements (spectra ranges: 1220÷1340 nm and 1500÷1640 nm)
of refractive indices, where cavity width was 200 µm. The examined substances were: a) methanol
(n = 1.30); b) water (n = 1.32).

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Results of measurement of refractive index and thickness of liquid layers
The measurements were carried out with the use of two super-luminescent diodes. The spectra
in a range of 1220÷1340 nm have been analysed to determine the refractive index of examined
liquid (RI), and the spectra in a range of 1500÷1640 nm – to determine the liquid film thickness.
Calibration curves (see Figs. 5–6) were determined for the measurements of both refractive index
and layer thickness.

Fig. 5. Calibration curves for the measurements of refractive index. N – the number of maxima
in the measurement signal spectrum.

The measurement data have been approximated using a linear function (see Figs. 5–6), and the
values of determination coeﬃcient R2 have been calculated. R2 coeﬃcient describes the matching
degree of the applied mathematical model to the measurement data and takes values from 0 to 1.
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Fig. 6. Selected calibration curves for the measurements of liquid film thickness. N – the number
of maxima in the measurement signal spectrum.

For the performed measurements, the values of the determination coeﬃcient R2 exceed 0.98
which means that the applied model very well matches the measurement data.
To determine liquid film parameters, the distribution of spectral fringes in the measurement
signal spectrum must be known for two spectral ranges. For a particular distribution of spectral
fringes only a few sets of parameters could be found, e.g. for the number of maxima in the
measurement signal spectrum N = 78 in a wavelength range 1220÷1340 nm the RI value of the
examined liquid can be equal to 1.0003 (air; 516 µm film thickness), 1.3021 (methanol; 394 µm
film thickness) or 1.3667 (ethanol; 361 µm film thickness), whereas for N = 61 in a wavelength
range 1500÷1640 nm the liquid film thickness values can be equal to 400 µm (for RI = 1.30
which is methanol), 450 µm (for RI = 1.25) and 500 µm (for RI = 1.21).
Comparison of the parameter sets for two wavelength ranges enables to find exact values
of liquid film parameters. For the aforementioned example, the liquid film thickness is equal
to 394 µm (the examined liquid is methanol); the result of examination is very close to the
real parameter value 400 µm for a methanol film. The approximation-relative error, defined as
magnitude of the diﬀerence between the exact value of parameter and its approximation divided
by magnitude of the exact value of parameter, is expressed by (1):
η=

v − vapprox
· 100%.
v

(1)

In this case, the approximation-relative errors for liquid film thickness and RI of liquid
are equal to 1.54% and 0.35%, respectively. These insignificant values of errors justify using
the proposed method of RI and liquid layer thickness determination. Moreover, such very high
accuracy can be obtained using a very simple and fast data analysis method.
3.2. Measurement resolution
In this paper, our goal was to apply a simple and fast data analysis method. For this reason,
the maxima in the measurement spectra were counted and N means the number of maxima in the
measurement signal spectrum.
The measurement resolution depends on a few factors. First, it depends on the employed optical
spectrum analyser resolution. The increasing measurement resolution enables to detect signal
changes in a more accurate way. During the described experiment, we performed measurements
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with a 0.2 nm wavelength step. Secondly, it depends on the capabilities of validation method. In our
setup, it is limited by the interferometer cavity length and the refractive index (RI) value accuracy.
The interferometer cavity length was changed with a micrometric screw which resolution was
10 µm. Therefore, using this setup it is impossible to obtain cavity length measurement resolution
better than 10 microns.
It should be mentioned, that more sophisticated spectrum analysis methods, e.g. [24], enable
to improve the determination of examined liquid layer parameters.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, we present a remote fibre-optic sensor for simultaneous measurement of refractive index and thickness of a liquid layer. The measurement data have been approximated
using a linear function with a very good determination coeﬃcient R2 – more than 0.98. The
approximation-relative errors of measurements of liquid layer thickness and refractive index of
liquid are equal to 1.54% and 0.35%, respectively.
The presented results show the unique capabilities of the developed sensor: 1) very precise
measurement of refractive index and thickness of liquid layers; 2) possibility of relatively easy
implementation of a sensor network, using several sensing heads; 3) possibility to repair a damaged
optical fibre in a relatively easy way (standard optical fibres, easy to connect by splicing), without
a need to re-calibrate the sensor.
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